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ABSTRACT 

Polymers made from zwitterionic repeat units (bearing no net charge) have intriguing solution 
properties, especially in contrast to polyelectrolytes, such as an apparent indifference to salt 
concentration. These polyzwitterions, PZs, have come under renewed scrutiny because of their 
use in high performance antifouling coatings. Here, an amidosulfobetaine polymer was used to 
shed light on the complex and poorly-understood response of PZ solution conformation to ionic 
strength. A Hofmeister anion series NaX, where X = SO4

2, Cl-, Br-, NO3
-, ClO4

- and SCN- 
provided a systematic way to tune PZ/ion interactions. A consistent picture of PZ conformation 
emerged, where the role and location of counterions (how they pair with the polymer chain) 
depends on their position in the Hofmeister series. At least four regimes of PZ 
conformation/interaction as a function of ionic strength were observed, the last showing no 
change in coil size (hydrodynamic radius) as a function of ionic strength for all salts in the 
concentration range 0.6 M – 4 M. Hydrophobic (less hydrated) anions ClO4

- and SCN- yielded a 
clear minimum in coil size at lower [NaX] whereas PZ in solutions of hydrophilic ions SO4 

- and 
Cl- showed only a hint of the much-discussed “antipolyelectrolyte” expansion of PZ with 
increasing [NaX]. Static light scattering results, when analyzed using Stockmeyer’s theory of 
scattering from multicomponent systems, revealed that NaX is associated with PZ with a 
corresponding increase in apparent molecular weight. Light scattering measurements at low 
[NaX] show solution ions are excluded from PZ coils dressed with hydrophobic NaX.  DLS in 
salt-free solutions at elevated temperatures revealed substantial chain stiffening of PZ, thought 
to be caused by nearest-neighbor interactions between zwitterion groups. DLS yielded a fast 
mode in these salt free solutions, ascribed to soliton-like transport of waves of associated 
zwitterionic groups along the PZ backbone.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Zwitterionic polymers, first synthesized in the late 1950s,1, 2 contain equal numbers of 
opposite charges within each repeat unit.3 Although they are net neutral, solutions of 
polyzwitterions exhibit complex response to ionic strength (“salt” concentration).4 The 
conformation and properties of polyzwitterion solutions span the range from highly dependent to 
independent of salt concentration. For example, most polyzwitterions require at least a small 
amount of salt to dissolve,2, 5 yet at higher ionic strength the dimensions of many PZs become 
salt-independent. Early studies on the influence of salt on chain conformations noted and 
emphasized contrasting behavior between polyelectrolytes (polymers with fixed charges), and 
polyzwitterions: the coil size of dissolved polyelectrolytes decreased with added salt,6 whereas 
polyzwitterions expanded (an “antipolyelectrolyte” response).7, 8  

The library of polyzwitterions, and the synthesis of the appropriate monomers, has been 
extensively developed9, 10 and was recently reviewed11 by Laschewsky. While the 
conformational stability in salt solutions was initially one of the properties of polyzwitterions 
exploited for practical applications, intense interest in these polymers has rekindled lately 
because of their exceptional resistance to adhesion, fouling and aggregation of planar12, 13 
and/or nanoparticle14, 15 surfaces bearing zwitterion units.16 Two common zwitterionic 
functionalities are shown in Scheme 1, along with three examples of polyzwitterions.  
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Scheme 1. Zwitterionic functionality carboxybetaine, A; sulfobetaine, B. Examples of 
zwitterionic polymers: poly(methacryloyloxylethyl phosphorylcholine), PMPC; poly(3-[N-(2-
methylacryloylethyl)-N,N-dimethylammmonio]propanesulfonate, PMAPS,  and poly(3-[2-
(acrylamido)-ethyl dimethylammonio]propane sulfonate), PAEDAPS. 

With the commercial availability of MAPS, there was a burst of solution characterization 
of PMAPS around 1990,8, 17 most intensively by the group of Huglin.18, 19, 20 After further studies 
of their solution behavior it became clear that the “antipolyelectrolyte” description of 
polyzwitterion response to salt concentration is by no means universal. It is true that the small 
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amount of salt usually required for solubility implies “expansion” from the solid to the solubilized 
state. Once dissolved,  some polyzwitterions expand with salt,21, 22 whereas others show little23 
or no24, 25, 26  changes in coil size. Contradictory reports exist, such as the finding of 10% 
PMAPS contraction23 versus 30% expansion27 from 10-2 to 1 M NaCl. 

Systematic evaluations of fundamental solution properties have accompanied renewed 
interest in polyzwitterions as antifouling coatings. For example, Kikuchi et al.,28 in a recent 
comprehensive evaluation on the chain stiffness of a polysulfobetaine, varying NaCl 
concentration and molecular weight, found 0.074 M salt to be a 事-solvent for most samples. 
The hydrodynamic radius, Rh, expanded only slightly over the [NaCl] range 0.074 to 1.0 M. 

The interplay between salt ions and the charge on the zwitterion units continues to be 
perplexing. Does salt “screen” Coulombic interactions between like and opposite charges, as 
often modeled for polyelectrolytes? Or do the salt ions form specific ions pairs with PZ repeat 
units? Owing to their high charge density, PZs should be soluble in water, but they require salt 
to dissolve. If ions associate with zwitterion groups, a Hofmeister series provides a systematic 
way to tune polymer hydrophobicity. The Hofmeister series originally ranked ions according to 
their effectiveness at precipitating proteins.29, 30 The anions employed here are classically 
ordered as follows: SO4

2- > Cl- > NO3
- > Br- > ClO4

- > SCN- in decreasing efficiency of protein 
precipitation, although there are commonly small changes in position (e.g. Br- and NO3

- 
below).30 The series correlates with the number of waters in the hydration shell (decreasing from 
left to right), which is a measure of water “philicity.”31 Early postulates of water structure 
“making” or “breaking” outside the first hydration shell have now been discounted.30, 32, 33  

In the present work, the solution conformations of PAEDAPS,34 shown in Scheme 1, 
were analyzed over various salt concentrations and type. Several aspects of this system were 
considered in order to optimize the analysis and interpretation of the results. First, the same 
polymer was used with different salt ions rather than the other way around. Second, the pH-
independent sulfobetaine zwitterion repeat unit was employed rather than carboxybetaine, 
which can be net neutral or negative depending on the pH. The relatively low number of carbons 
per repeat unit was initially thought to minimize the “hydrophobic” qualities of the polymer 
backbone. However, in a comparison of various polymethacrylsulfobetaines, Hildebrand et al.35, 

36 have recently pointed out that the overall hydrophobicity, judged by the upper critical solution 
temperature, is not correlated to the incremental number of hydrophobic elements incorporated 
in the polymer. Both methacryloyloxy-36 and methacrylamido-35 versions of polybetaines showed 
cloud points ranging from <0 to >100 oC that were hard to rationalize from their structures. All 
sulfobetaines were soluble in NaCl solutions of concentration > 0.1 M.  Finally, the amide 
linkage to the main chain was believed to make the polymer less susceptible to hydrolysis than 
an ester group.  A coherent picture of the role of salt in polyzwitterion conformation emerged, 
along with some intriguing possible modes of relaxation in the dynamics of polyzwitterions in 
salt-free solution,  

 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Reagents. 1,3-Propane sultone (PS, 99%), poly(acrylic acid, sodium salt) (PANa, 25 
wt% in water molar mass 240,000 g mol-1), sodium acrylate (ANa), sodium 4-
vinylbenzenesulfonate (NaSS, ≥ λ0%), propylene carbonate anhydrous (99%), 2,2,2-
trifluoroethanol (TFE) and ammonium persulfate (APS, 98%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 
APS was recrystallized twice from water. N,N-dimethylaminoethylacrylamide (AEDA), from 
Monomer-Polymer & Dajac Inc., was recrystallized from water. NaSS was recrystallized from 
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water to a purity of 98%, Deuterium oxide was from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. NaCl, 
NaSO4, NaNO3, NaBr, NaClO4 and NaSCN, used in this study were obtained from Sigma-Aldich 
and Fluka and used as received. Deionized water (18 MΩ cm, Milli-Q) was used to prepare all 
aqueous solutions. 

Synthesis of AEDAPS. The zwitterionic monomer AEDAPS was made from AEDA and 
propane sultone following a literature method:34, 37 to a solution of AEDA (3.9 g, 30 mmol) in 30 
mL propylene carbonate, PS (3.65 g, 30 mmol) was added then stirred at 45 °C for 3 h. The 
yellow product was filtered and washed with diethyl ether to yield AEDAPS (yield 91%). 1H 
NMR: (600 MHz, in D2O, Supporting Information Figure S1): 6.26 (m, 2 H), 5.80 (d, 1 H), 3.75 (t, 
2 H), 3.52 (m, 4 H), 3.16 (s, 6 H), 2.97 (t, 2 H), 2.23 (m, 2 H) ppm.  

 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of the zwitterionic monomer and polymer PAEDAPS. 

Synthesis of PAEDAPS, PSS, PANa-co-PAEDAPS and PSS-co-PAEDAPS  

PAEDAPS. Ammonium persulfate, 0.8 mg (0.1 mol %), was added to 12 mL 0.2 M 
AEDAPS in 12 mL water.  The mixture was heated at 70 oC under N2 with stirring for 24 h. The 
polymer was purified by dialysis against water for 3 days with a membrane (SnakeSkin, 
molecular weight cutoff, MWCO = 3,500) and recovered by freeze-drying (77% yield). 1H NMR 
(600 MHz in D2O with 0.1 M NaCl, Supporting Information Figure S1): 3.75 - 3.52 (6 H), 3.16 (6 
H), 2.97 (2 H), 2.23 (2 H) ppm. Additionally, the lack of any signal at 1.0 - 1.5 ppm shows that 
no acrylic acid moities were present (implying no detectible hydrolysis of PAEDAPS). 

PSS. Sodium 4-vinylbenzenesulfonate (1.0 g, 4.8 mmol), ammonium persulfate (0.5 mol 
%), and water (5 mL) were mixed in a three neck round-bottom flask and stirred at 70 oC for 5 h 
under N2. The product was dialyzed for 3 days against water with a membrane (SnakeSkin, 
MWCO = 3,500) tubing and then recovered by freeze-drying (73% yield). 1H NMR (600 MHz in 
D2O, Supporting Information Figure S2): 7.95-7.31 (2 H), 7.26 – 6.21 (2H), 2.32 – 0.99 (3H) 
ppm. 

Copolymers. A typical copolymerization of  PANa-co-PAEDAPS containing 50 mol% 
ANa is as follows: to 12 mL of water in a 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask was added 2.0 
g (7.56 mmol) of AEDAPS and 0.71 g (7.57 mmol) of ANa under N2. The solution was heated to 
65 oC, 2.7 mg (0.1 wt%), ammonium persulfate was added. The mixture was allowed to 
polymerize under N2 for 45 min. The product was dialyzed against water (using Spectra/Por 
12,000 - 14,000 MWCO tubing) for 40 h. The purified polymer was freeze-dried as a light yellow 
powder (39% yield). 1H NMR (600 MHz, D2O, Supporting Information Figure S3): 3.67 (br s), 
3.46 (br d), 3.14 (s), 2.94 (t), 2.21 (br), 2.06 (br), 1.9-1.4 (br m). The synthesis of PSS-co-
PAEDAPS containing 50 mol % of SS was conducted under similar conditions with 2.8 g (11.97 
mmol) of NaSS and 3.17 g (11.99 mmol) of AEDAPS with 0.1 wt % ammonium persulfate based 
on total monomer. Samples were freeze-dried and finally dried under vacuum for 60 h at 110 oC, 
in order to remove all absorbed water and to ensure accurate concentrations of polymer 
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solutions. 1H-NMR confirmed the absence of residual monomer (42% yield). 1H NMR (600 MHz, 
D2O, Supporting Information Figure S2): 7.95-7.31 (2 H), 7.26 – 6.21 (2H), 3.66 – 3.54 (br ) , 
3.53 – 3.40 (br ), 3.38 – 3.20 (br) 3.05 – 2.78 (br)  2.32 – 2.01 (br  ), 1.99 – 0.99 (6H) ppm. 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of polyelectrolyte samples used in this study, determined by SEC-
MALS measurements in NaNO3 0.2 M at 25 oC. 

Polymer fa Fb 
 

Conversion 

(%) 

警拍w x 10-5  
(g/mol)c 

Mw/Mn dn/dc (mL/g) 

PSS 100 100 50 3.25 1.91 0.175 
PANa 100 100 40 2.40 --- --- 
PAEDAPS 100 100 69 5.05 1.73 0.161 
PSS-co-PAEDAPS 50 52 46 3.50 2.03 0.182 
PANa-co-PAEDAPS 50 52 43 3.02 1.84 0.172 

a 
mole fraction monomer in reaction solution 

b 
mole fraction of NaSS and ANa monomers in polymer determined by 

1
H-NMR. 

c 
Determined by GPC with light scattering. Molecular weights are apparent. 

Polymerizations kinetics. The kinetics of copolymerization of PANa-co-PAEDAPS and 
PSS-co-AEDAPS were monitored directly in 5 mm dia. NMR tubes using 1H NMR (500 MHz) 
thermostatted at 65 oC with a BVT 1000 controller (see Supporting Information Figure S4). The 
temperature probe was calibrated to a precision of ± 0.1 oC, accuracy of ± 1.0 oC. The spectra 
were recorded using the following conditions: spectral width 15 ppm with 16K data points, flip 
angle of 20o and a relaxation delay of 5 s.  In a separate flask, the monomers NaSS (0.138 g, 
0.590 mmol) and AEDAPS (0.156 g, 0.590 mmol), or ANa (0.051 g, 0.542 mmol) and AEDAPS 
(0.144 g, 0.542 mmol) were mixed in D2O (1.19 mL) and deoxygenated with a N2 stream for 30 
min at r.t. The ammonium persulfate initiator (0.744 mg, 3.26 x 10-3 mmol) was added to the 
NMR tube and the mixture deoxygenated for 30 min. The solution of monomer was transferred 
to the NMR tube, which was sealed under nitrogen and maintained in an ice bath before starting 
the experiment. The NMR tube was then introduced into the spectrometer already heated at 65 
oC and the first spectrum was recorded, marking the time 0 of the polymerization. Spectra (64 
scans) were recorded every 10 min for one h. All polymerizations were done at low conversions 
in to avoid composition drift (Table 1). The monomer fraction in the polymer was close to the 
fraction in the reaction solution. 

1H NMR. Copolymers were analyzed by 1H-NMR (Avance-600 MHz, Bruker) using D2O 
as solvent. The AEDAPS composition in PANa-co-PAEDAPS was calculated by the integrated 
peak ratio of the copolymers of both ANa and NaSS with AEDAPS. 

Sample preparation. All solutions used in SEC and DLS were prepared by dissolving 
the required amount of dried PAEDAPS in aqueous solution. PAEDAPS for use in light 
scattering and refractive index measurements was dried under vac and weighed in an Ar-filled 
dry box. 

Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC). Absolute number-average molar mass (警拍津), 

weight-average molar mass (警拍栂), and polydispersity (d = 警拍栂/警拍津) of PAEDAPS were 
determined using three SEC columns in seriesμ two 17 たm (30 x 7.5 mm, Tosoh Biosciences 
TSK-GEL G500PW) and one 13 たm (30 x 7.8 mm, Tosoh Biosciences TSK-GEL GMPWxl and a 
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TSK guard column, in series with a DAWN-EOS light scattering detector (そ = 6λ0 nm) previously 
calibrated with toluene and an OPTILAB-DSP interferometric refractometer, both from Wyatt 
Technologies. The concentration of polymer solution injected was 1.0 mg mL-1 in 0.2 M NaNO3 
and the flow rate was 0.5 mL min-1. The mobile phase, 0.2 M NaNO3, was maintained at 25 oC.  
Detectors at various angles were normalized with bovine serum albumin. See Supporting Figure 
S5 for an example. Poly(sodium styrenesulfonate) standards from Scientific Polymer Products 
Inc. were used to check the performance of the instrument.  

Data was analyzed using ASTRA 5.3.4 software from Wyatt technology. The specific 
refractive index increment, dn/dC, was determined on the OPTILAB-DSP calibrated with NaCl 
solutions of known refractive indexes. 

Dynamic light Scattering (DLS). Dynamic light scattering experiments were performed 
using a goniometer system (ALV CGS-3-A0-111, Langen, Germany), with a He–Ne laser (そ = 
632.8 nm) with vertically polarized light and a power of 22 mW. Measurements were made at an 
angle of 90o and a temperature of 25.0 oC in 10 mm dia. cylindrical borosilicate glass tubes 
through a cylindrical reservoir, which was filled with a refractive index matching liquid (toluene). 
The temperature was controlled to ± 0.01 °C with a Haake DC30-K20 heating/cooling circulator. 
Polymer samples were prepared in aqueous NaX (0.03 – 4.0 M) with a concentration of 1.0 mg 
mL-1 then filtered through a 0.1 たm Millipore filter directly into precleaned tubes. In the dilute 

polymer solutions, the intensity autocorrelation function g2(q,) where 圏 噺 ね講券帖sin岫肯 にエ 岻 膏エ  was 
obtained by pseudo-cross-correlation of the signals from two photomultipliers to suppress noise 
using ALV-correlator software V.3.0. The hydrodynamic radius (Rh) was calculated from the 
measured diffusion coefficient, D, using the Stokes-Einstein relationship (Eq. 1): 迎朕 噺 倦喋劇は講考経岫な岻 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and さ is the solvent viscosity 
References for the various sources of salt solution viscosities are given in Supporting 
Information. Since D is an average translational diffusion coefficient, Rh represents the average 
hydrodynamic radius of all polymer molecules in solution. Distributions in Rh were calculated 
using CONTIN analysis.  

Static light Scattering (SLS). The angular and concentration (over 0.1 to 1.0 mg mL-1) 
dependences of the scattered intensities of polyzwitterions were acquired with the DAWN-EOS 
detector (そ = 6λ0 nm) and analyzed using the Zimm equation31: 計系ッ迎提 噺 釆 な警拍栂 髪 に畦態系髪┻ ┻ 挽 崛な 髪 嵜なは講態券墜態嫌件券態 岾肯に峇 極迎直態玉博博博博博博ぬ膏墜態 崟崑岫に岻 
from which 警拍栂, the second virial coefficient, A2, and the mean-squared radius of gyration of the 

coil <Rg
2> may be evaluated. Rし is the excess Rayleigh ratio of the solute, C is the mass  

concentration of the solute, no is the refractive index of the solvent, し is the scattering angle and 
そo is the wavelength of the scattered light (690 nm).32–35 K is the optical constant 

計 噺ね講態券墜態 岾穴券穴系峇態軽待膏替 岫ぬ岻 

http://goldbook.iupac.org/R05159.html
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no was the refractive index of the (NaX) solutions or the pure solvent (water or trifluoroethanol), 
as appropriate. The refractive index increment of polymer, concentration C1, in solutions of NaX 
of fixed salt concentration C2, is defined as (dn/dC1)C2. Some analyses required the refractive 
index increment of NaX in water at constant polymer concentration (dn/dC2)C1.  These were 
either obtained from the literature or measured with known concentrations of NaX using the 
Optilab refractometer.  

Temperature-programmed turbidimetry. The solubility transition temperature or cloud 
point (Tc) of our sample of PAEDAPS (0.5 mg mL-1) in pure water was measured by recording 
the transmittance at 310 nm as a function of temperature (1.0 °C min-1 ramp) on a thermostatted 
UV–vis spectrophotometer (Cary 100 Bio; Varian Instruments).  

pH titration. Potentiometric titrations were performed with an Accumet AB15 pH meter 
(Fisher Scientific) using 10 mL 0.1M PAEDAPS  in 0.1M NaCl; or 10 mL 0.1 M PANa in water 
as samples and 0.100 M HCl as titrant. All molar concentrations are based on the polymer 
repeat unit.  

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The AEDAPS monomer was chosen to explore the conformational aspects of a 
polyzwitterion for many reasons. A main object was to minimize any polymer hydrophobic 
interactions that would supplement or mask effects due to ionic strength. Unless hydrophobicity 
is specifically programmed into the PZ26, 38 the surface activity of PZs is low.23 The hydrophilicity, 
judged by the cloud point of PAEDAPS in water, falls in the range of those reported for a range 
of methacryloyloxy-36 and methacrylamido-35 polybetaines. High molecular weights were needed 
for accurate and precise measurements of Rh and Rg. Thus, techniques such as RAFT, which 
provide relatively narrow molecular weight distributions but have difficulty producing long chains 
in aqueous solutions, were ruled out.39 For example, direct RAFT polymerization of sulfobetaine 
polymers in water was reported by Donovan et al. yielding Mn in the range of 5 x 104.39 Though 
they can be removed,40 hydrophobic residual end groups from RAFT, another potential driver for 
aggregation, were also undesired. Ring opening metathesis polymerization provided another 
route to the direct synthesis41 of PZs of Mn ca. 104. PMAPS prepared by post-synthetic 
alkylation of the poly(dimethylaminomethacrylate) with propane sultone yielded somewhat 
higher Mn than direct polymerization of the zwitterionic monomer.42 However, betainization of 
precursor polymers with specific molecular weights and distributions, such as poly(4-
vinylpyridine),43 risks being incomplete.  

Although carboxybetaines are claimed to be more hydrated than sulfobetaines,44 the 
latter was preferred for the studies here, since polycarboxybetaines exhibit complex pH-
dependent conformation43 and a methacryl carboxybetaine analog of PAEDAPS exhibited 
partial aggregation.21 In the interests of producing fully zwitterionic polymers of high molecular 
weight with no hydrophobic end groups a straightforward radical initiation scheme was 
employed here, followed by dialysis with 12,000-14,000 MWCO tubing to remove PZ with 
molecular weight <104. 

The monomer for PMAPS has been commercially available for at least 30 years,8 
therefore the polymer is used extensively in solution studies. However, when polymerizing 
MAPS using persulfate radical initiator Mary et al. noted partial hydrolysis of about 12%.45 
Partially charged chains would complicate the analysis of zwitterion solution conformation. In 
the present work, the possibility of hydrolysis was checked by titrating a solution of PAEDAPS in 
water, which had a pH of about 7.0 (at which point a carboxylate group with a pKa of about 5 
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would be ca. 99% ionized), with dilute HCl. As seen in Figure S6 (Supporting Information) there 
was almost no basic material to titrate, which placed an upper limit on the hydrolysis of our 
PAEDAPS at 0.5%. Other methods, such as measuring the solution electrical conductivity at 50 
oC or close inspection of NMR spectra, also indicated negligible hydrolysis but were not as 
sensitive as titration.  

 Like most polyzwitterions, the PAEDAPS was not soluble in water at room temperature, 
but dissolved when heated (here, above 44 oC). The turbidity curves in Figure 1 illustrate this 
upper critical temperature, Tc, which is only one point on a complex phase diagram, as Tc for a 
polyzwitterion in pure water is known to be a function of concentration and molecular weight35, 36, 

45 The heating and cooling curves point to the same Tc but the slopes at lower temperature 
would probably be steeper for narrower molecular weight distribution since solubility in pure 
water is a function of molecular weight.7 Most of the conditions here were in the region of 
complete solubility (i.e. in salt solution).  

 

Figure 1. Turbidity curves on heating (-o-) then cooling (-◊-) 0.5 mg mL−1 solution of PAEDAPS 
in water. The upper critical solution temperature, Tc, was about 44 oC. 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

Autocorrelation plots of the scattered light showed single-distribution decays above 0.2 
M for the various salts (Figure 2). Rh values were stable in solution for at least a month. 
(Supporting Information Figure S7). 
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Figure 2. Autocorrelation function (-) and hydrodynamic radius (--) from DLS of 1.0 mg mL-1 

PAEDAPS in aqueous 0.5M NaCl at a scattering angle of 90o and room temp.  

 

A comparison of Rh at 90 degrees, Rh,90, versus [NaCl] concentration is presented in Figure 3 for 
PAEDAPS and pure homopolyelectrolytes PANa and PSS as well as 50/50 copolymers of 
AEDAPS and the two anionic repeat units. A kinetics study using 1H NMR, described in 
Supporting Information (Figures S4), verified that the polymerization proceeded  with no 
preference for either monomer. Polymer characteristics are listed in Table 1. Figure 3 illustrates 
typical features of polyelectrolyte and antipolyelectrolyte properties for the respective 
macromolecules. The radius of both homo- and copolymers of NaSS and ANa decrease with 
added salt at constant pH (adjusted with NaOH or NaCl), while the PZ dissolves at low [NaCl], 
then expands, then remains a constant size. The data in Figure 3 span salt concentrations up to 
4.0 M to emphasize that even at very high [NaCl] polyelectrolytes continue to shrink while the Rh 
of this PZ remains constant.  

 

Figure 3. Plot of the Rh,90 as a function of salt concentration for (A) PAEDAPS (-ゴ-), PSS(-ﾖ-) 
and PAEDAPS-co-PSS (-◊-) (B) PANa (-ズ-) and PAEDAP-co-PANa (-〉-) at pH = 7.2 and 25 oC. 
Dotted line, PAEDAPS response.   

 

Replacing the Cl- anion along a Hofmeister series reveals a richer response of 
polyzwitterion Rh to salt concentration, as seen in Figure 4 (and Figure S8 Supporting 
Information). Even with the same PZ and the same ion one can obtain polyelectrolyte (narrow 
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window between 0.1 and 0.2 M), antipolyelectrolyte (e.g. NaCl between 0.1 and 0.6 M), and 
nonelectrolyte (between 0.6 and 4.0 M) behavior (see Figure 4).  ClO4

-, SCN- and Br- show an 
almost-salt-independent region in a “well” between 0.1 M and 0.4 M. This feature in Rh has not 
previously been reported. In contrast, NaCl induces expansion, then a plateau in size as seen 
for PMAPS, whereas sulfate ion, the most hydrated of the series, yields almost constant size 
after dissolution and, intriguingly, precipitates the polymer at concentrations higher than 0.8 M. 
Additional Rh points were collected for samples in SCN- to show that the expansion between the 
two salt-independent regions for this ion takes place smoothly over the narrow [SCN-] range 0.4 
– 0.6 M (Figure 4).  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Dependence of Rh,90 , ± 0.5 nm of PAEDAPS on Hofmeister salt concentrations (A) 

Na2SO4 (-ズ-), NaCl (-◊-), NaBr (-〉-), NaNO3 (-ﾒ-), NaClO4 (-ﾖ-) and NaSCN (-ゴ-) at 25 ºC and 
(B) average of Rh plateau from 0.8 – 2.0 M. For [Na2SO4] > 0.8 M the polymer precipitates.  

The response of Rh,90 to [NaX] may be divided into four regions, shown in Figure 4. 
Region I corresponds to dissolution of the PZ by a minimum [NaX]. The trend in this region 
follows the Hofmeister series, where the least-hydrated X- induces dissolution at the lowest 
[NaX]. Since this trend has been reported extensively in early work on PZs2, 7, 8, 17, 46 we will not 
focus on it here. For the less-hydrated anions, in Region II Rh experiences a pseudo-constant 
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value up to 0.4 M NaX, whereupon (Region III) the chain expands relatively quickly to a 
constant Rh for all experimental [NaX] > 0.6M (Region IV). 

The limiting or plateau Rh in Region IV is a function of the position of the anion in the 
Hofmeister series. As seen in Figure 4b, which shows the average of four Rh values in the 
plateau for each anion, the more hydrated the ion the greater the hydrodynamic radius.  

Since the average chain radii are > 10 nm, and there will be larger coils in this 
polydisperse sample, a dependence of measured Rh on scattering angle and solution 
concentration, C, is expected.25 For two NaX at opposite ends of the Hofmeister series, NaSCN 
and NaCl, diffusion coefficients (thence Rh) were measured using a matrix of different angles 
and concentrations. Figure S9 in Supporting Information shows a weak dependence of Rh on 
both 款 and C. When extrapolated to zero 款 and C the corrected Rh values for PAEDAPS in 0.2 
M and 0.6 M NaSCN were 17.3 and 21.9 nm respectively, and those in 0.2 M and 0.6 M NaCl 
were 23.3 and 23.4 nm. While the accuracy of Rh from these extrapolations was better than 
from the Rh,90 single-angle measurements the precision (± 1nm) was lower. Because the 
dependence of Rh on angle and concentrations followed similar trends (Figure S9) the trends in 
Rh shown in Figure 4 are considered reliable.  

In findings related to those summarized in Figure 4, polyzwitterion solubility and viscosity 
are reported to be a function of both salt type and concentration.7, 36 The temperature for 
solubility, Tc, for a fixed molecular weight polyzwitterion generally drops with increasing salt 
concentration and faster with less hydrated ions,35, 36 explaining the earliest observations on the 
minimum concentrations of different types of salt needed for solubility at room temperature.2  
The subtleties of solubility (Region I) compared to chain dimension trends (Region II-IV, Figure 
4) as a function of Hofmeister ion are in opposite directions: NaX with less hydrated ions 
promote solubility, while causing less chain expansion. The difference is related to their rôles. 
For solubility, less hydrated ions are better at breaking pairing between zwitterions whereas for 
coil size they are less efficient at hydrating the polymer. Interestingly, higher concentrations of 
sulfate ion raise Tc,

35, 36 consistent with the observation that [Na2SO4] > 0.8 M caused 
PAEDAPS to precipitate (Figure 4).  

Work on polyzwitterions often includes models of how the positive and negative charges 
might provide intra- and interchain interactions governing chain conformation. An initially 
proposed model for intrazwitterion pairing, which requires the pendant group to bend around on 
itself so charges come into contact,8, 46, 47, 48 was judged unlikely due to the excessive entropic 
penalty for such contortions (Scheme 3). Molecular mechanics on small molecules show 
zwitterion groups are more likely to be extended49 and NMR studies of solution conformation 
suggest the C-C bonds around the alkylammonium center (R4N

+) are locked into trans 
conformations (i.e. extended) for both sulfo- and carboxybetaines.49 More highly condensed 
phases, such as micelles of zwitterionic surfactants,50, 51 sheets of zwitterion phospholipids52, 53 
(such those found in the cell membrane) and polymeric zwitterions offer the possibility of 
nearest-neighbor interactions between opposite charges such as those in Scheme 3. In fact, 
this type of pairing is supported by neutron diffraction studies of the exterior (zwitterion-rich54) 
leaflet of the bilayer cell membrane.53 It is clear that the head-to-tail conformation would induce 
stiffness if it were to predominate on isolated chains.  
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Scheme 3. Possible intra- (a,d,c,e) and intermolecular (d) associations of zwitterion groups.   

Static Light Scattering (SLS) 

 Static light scattering studies of PAEDAPS solutions in various salts were performed to 
obtain information about molecular weight Mw, virial coefficient A2, and radius of gyration Rg. 
The Hofmeister series of anions X- was included with Na+ as common cation. Differences 
among Hofmeister cations are usually less pronounced.55 Scattering was performed at two salt 
concentrations: 0.2 M NaX, corresponding to the minimum in Rh,90 seen in Figure 4; and 0.6 M 
NaX, which is the start of the plateau region in size (Figure 4). Data are shown as Zimm plots 
presenting a matrix of concentrations and angles, wherein the appropriate extrapolations are 
made to zero angle and [NaX] = 0. An example is depicted in Figure 5. Supporting Information 
(Figure S10) presents the rest of the Zimm plot data.  

  

Figure 5. Zimm plot of PAEDAPS obtained by static light scattering in aqueous 0.5 M NaCl. 

The SLS behavior of PAEDAPS in NaCl is similar to that of PDMAPS (performed 
recently by Kikuchi et al.28) in many respects. For example, unlike charged polymers, conditions 
approaching A2 = 0 (事-solvent) are found at low salt concentrations instead of high salt 
concentration.8, 19, 28  This is, perhaps, the most “antipolyelectrolyte” (or “unpolyelectrolyte”) 
response of polyzwitterions. Rg values for our (relatively broad) molecular weight distribution 
(Mw/Mn = 1.73) polyzwitterion in NaSCN (near 事-solvent) are close to those for narrower MWD 
(Mw/Mn = 1.12) PDMAPS in a 事-solvent reported by Kikuchi et al.28 PAEDAPS with Mn of 
235,000 has the same degree of polymerization as poly(styrene sulfonate) with Mn of 190,000 
which has an Rg in a 事-solvent (4.17M NaCl at 16.4 oC) of about 8 nm56 whereas in 0.5 M or 
0.05 M NaCl it is about 15 nm and 27 nm, respectively.57 Thus, in Zone IV, PAEDAPS has a 
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constant, salt-independent Rg of (28 ± 2) nm comparable to an expanded polyelectrolyte coil. 
These expanded coils are evidence of the extensive hydration of the polyzwitterion backbone,  
supported by molecular dynamics simulations, which show about 7 H2O around a sulfonate 
group and 19 H2O around the quaternary ammonium in a –N+(CH2)2SO3

- sulfobetaine.58 
Thermal analysis of polyMPC revealed about 23 H2O per PC repeat unit.59  

Table 2. DLS and SLS data for PAEDAPS in various salt solutions at 25 
o
C. 

 

 

Salt 
Concentration 

(M) 
(dn/dC1)C2

b
 

(mL g
-1
) 

 
Rg 

(nm) 
 

A2 x 10
3
 

(mol mL g
-2
) 

Mw x 10
-5

 
Expt

d
 

(g mol
-1
) 

(dn/dC2)C1 

(mL g
-1
) 

Mw x 10
-5

 
Calc

de
 

for PZNaX 

NaSCN 0.2 0.144  13.9 ± 1.2  0.010  5.01    
NaSCN 0.6 0.140  27.0 ± 1.1  0.44  6.73  0.170 7.67 
NaClO4 0.2 0.143  14.0 ± 0.9  0.013  5.18   
NaClO4 0.6 0.138  26.9 ± 0.7  0.46  6.65  0.065 6.04 
NaNO3 0.2 0.159  17.1± 1.8  0.035  5.25    
NaNO3 0.6 0.153  27.2 ± 1.5  0.51  6.58  0.111 6.19 
NaBr 0.2 0.170  16.5 ± 1.8  0.037  5.43    
NaBr 0.6 0.164  27.5 ± 2.0  0.54  6.48  0.136 7.14 
NaCl 0.2 0.155  22.8 ± 1.5  0.087  5.82    
NaCl 0.6 0.152  26.9 ± 1.7  0.52  6.32  0.173 6.38 

Na2SO4 0.2 0.139  27.8 ± 2.1  0.17  6.12    
Na2SO4 0.6 0.135  28.1 ± 1.4  0.52  6.20  0.147 6.81 

- 0
a
 0.160  61.3 ± 2.5  0.80  4.07  - - 

- 0
c
 0.210  34.1 ± 1.9   2.76  3.99  - - 

 

a
data in salt-free water at 50 

o
C 

b  岫dn【dC怠岻大態 
error is ±0.5% 

c
polymer in TFE at 25 

o
C 

d
accuracy of Mw estimated to be ±3%  

e
calculated Mw using Mw for ion-free polymer and Equation 4. 

 

SLS results for molecular weights follow an interesting trend with salt type. Mw is 
apparently lower in 0.2 M NaX and increases as anion hydrophobicity (illustrated by the 
hydration number31) increases. The molecular weight appears to include some contribution from 
NaX. If both salt ions were contributing to the molecular weight, it would be important to know 
Mw for the PZ absent counterions. Two approaches were taken to determining the Mw of our PZ 
under conditions where it would be unambiguously salt-free. First, samples of PZ in pure water 
were heated to 50 oC (> Tc, Figure 1) and a Zimm plot constructed. The resulting Mw was 4.07 x 
105.  Second, PZ was dissolved in TFE at room temperature, a known solvent for 
polyzwitterions,17 and Zimm plots for this solvent showed an Mw of 3.99 x 105 (these results are 
also summarized in Table 2).  

  The salt concentration dependence of Mw has been noted in a few static light scattering 
studies of polyzwitterions.28 In these studies, as in ours, solvent with the appropriate salt 
concentration was used to determine excess (over solvent) scattering. Unlike most light 
scattering studies, the solvent in these studies is, in fact, “interactive” in two respectsμ 

1. some degree of specific association of salt ions with zwitterion charges exists. This 
increases the apparent molecular weight. 

2. exclusion of salt from the polymer coil is possible. 

These two counteracting effects must be considered to  arrive at reliable molecular 
weights.  
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If polyzwitterion repeat units are compensated stoichiometrically with counterions when 
they dissolve (Regions II and higher) the measured Mw will always be higher than that expected 
for solutions prepared from pure, dried polymer. Exclusion of additional salt ions beyond those 
acting as counterions is possible for more compact coils, notably X = SCN-, ClO4

-, NO3
-, Br- 

(Figure 4). For ion exchange resins and membranes, exclusion of solution ions by fixed charges 
of the same sign in the exchanger is known as Donnan exclusion.60 At some point, the chemical 
potential (concentration) of external salt is sufficient to force additional NaX into the coil, as 
discussed by Mary et al.45 This point corresponds to expansion of the coil seen in Figure 4, from 
the beginning of Zone II to the end of Zone III. Using a coil radius of 14 nm and assuming [NaX] 
within the coil comes only from associated counterions the external concentration starts to 
exceed the internal one at a solution [NaX] of about 0.1 M, corresponding to the start of the 
“well” in Figure 4. Rh increases from 0.4 to 0.6 M as the more compact polymer segments within 
the coil are invaded by additional salt. The fact that this increase occurs at the same location 
regardless of position in the Hofmeister series supports the idea that it depends only on 
chemical potential (concentration) and is not ion specific. Well hydrated ions (X = sulfate) 
provide expanded coils that do not exclude solution ions therefore do not show an increase in 
size and in apparent molecular weight. 

How are counterions included in Mw calculations for solutions of PZ in NaX? Simply 
adding the molecular weight of the counterion to each zwitterion repeat unit gives Mw values that 
are about 20% too low compared to experimental. Following Stockmayer’s work on light 
scattering in multicomponent systems61 Strauss and Wineman,62 then Casassa and Eisenberg63 
considered scattering from polyelectrolytes. Casson and Rembaum, in studies of polyionenes, 
related the Mw of a polyelectrolyte to the backbone and counterion contributions as follows:64 M栂 噺 M怠 峙な 髪 岫辰樽【辰大鉄岻電迭岫辰樽【辰大迭岻電鉄 岾辰大鉄辰大迭峇峩態  [4] 

where M1 is the Mw without counterions (here, 407,000). 岫dn【dC態岻大怠is the refractive index 
increment of salt at constant polymer concentration and 岫dn【dC怠岻大態 is the refractive index 
increment of polymer at constant salt concentration (listed in Table 2). Since the polymer 
concentration is so low compared to salt at 0.6 M 岫dn【dC態岻大怠 is just the dn/dC of salt in water, 
an assumption that was checked by comparing 岫dn【dC態岻大怠 of NaCl with and without 0.5 mg mL-

1 PZ added. 岾辰大鉄辰大迭峇 is the concentration increase of salt/concentration increase of polymer 

(without salt). If the salt is fully associated with PZ, i.e. the charge stoichiometry of 

AEDAPS:NaX = 1:1,  岾辰大鉄辰大迭峇  = 岾 托茸坦叩狸担托茸代醍第代沢託探樽辿担峇 for example, 58.5/264 for NaCl (MW for Na2SO4 

must be divided by 2).  Equation 4 is only valid in the absence of exclusion of salt ions from 
coils,64 which from Figure 4 means [NaX] has to be > 0.6 M. Mw’s calculated using the relevant 
dn/dC values in Table 2 are close to experimentally determined Mw’s (Table 2) in 0.6 M NaX and 
higher than Mw’s in 0.2 M NaX due to ion exclusion. Polyzwitterion Mw’s determined under 
conditions of unequal chemical potential of solution ions inside and outside the polymer must 
therefore be treated with caution, as they are probably underestimates. Similarly, calculated Rg’s 
under these conditions are likely also underestimated.   

The ratio of Rg/Rh, or と, often provides insight on polymer solution conformations, but for 
polyzwitterions this “universal ratio” yields puzzling results. Using Rh values for 0.6 M NaCl and 
NaSCN extrapolated to zero angle and concentration produces respective と’s of 1.15 ± 0.1 and 
1.23 ± 0.1. According to the work of Kikuchi et al. on relatively low polydispersity PMAPS, と 
ranges from 1.1 to 1.3, depending on molecular weight in a し-solvent for PMAPS (0.074 M 
NaCl) and is about 1.3 for samples in 0.5 and 1.0M NaCl.28 Classically, in a し solvent と is 
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expected to be about 1.5 for narrow polydispersity polymers and 1.7 for Mw/Mn = 2.65 Poor 
experimental agreement has been found, typically lower と than predicted, for well-known 
systems (e.g. for polystyrene66 and polymethylmethacrylate67 in し-solvents). A great deal of 
theoretical work, such as the renormalization group theory of Oono and Kohmoto,68 has 
provided alternate estimates for と. The issue of accounting for the frictional properties hinges on 
how the solvent drains from the coil69 – nondraining coils yield the highest estimated Rh (and the 
lowest と). The viscosity of polyzwitterions increases with salt concentration.7, 8, 17, 18, 46 Salamone 
et al. explained this increasing viscosity as reduced draining from the polymer coil.7 In the 
present work, reduced draining from more compact conformations would make Rh larger. The 
water molecules associated with the zwitterion units and their counterions are probably bound 
on a longer time scale than that required for draining. Rh typically increases with the “quality” of 
the solvent but in the case of polyzwitterions it is clear that high salt concentrations (Figure 4) do 
not impact solvent quality.  

Temperature Dependence of Rh 

Temperature dependence adds insight into entropic, enthalpic and dynamic effects on 
the conformation of a polyzwitterion. Analysis of the correlation functions from DLS of 
PAEDAPS in pure water as a function of temperature over the range 20 to 60 oC showed two 
relaxation times corresponding to two effective sizes. The apparent Rh,90 of these two sizes is 
shown in Figure 6. The largest Rh, assigned to aggregates of polymer, decreases as the 
aggregated chains begin to separate.  At about 43 oC, corresponding to the start of minimum 
turbidity in Figure 1, Rh remains constant at around 65 nm. The fact that the species probed at 
this temperature has the same Mw (4 x 105, Table 2) as Mw for ion-free polymer in a good 
solvent (TFE, Table 2) indicates this is a single expanded chain. In contrast, shrinkage has been 
predicted as [NaCl]  0, supported by theory based on screening arguments.70 In reality, when 
chains in pure water are separated from each other by heating to T>Tc they are surprisingly 
expanded (Figure 6).  

The apparent size of the almost-temperature-independent “fast mode” of PZ in pure 
water is too small to be associated with polymer diffusion and cannot be explained by 
electrodynamic coupling of polymer chain with counterions (since they are absent), an argument 
used with regular polyelectrolytes.71, 72 Instead, we believe this mode stems from coupled 
motion of the zwitterionic side groups as shown in the cartoon in Figure 6C. In the absence of 
salt, neighboring zwitterion units associate, increasing chain stiffness. Symmetry is broken by 
zwitterion association changing vector, as seen in Figure 6C. These symmetry breaking defects 
travel up and down the chain, like a soliton wave.73.  

Added salt associates with zwitterion charges and eliminates nearest-neighbor coupling 
(Figure 6C) by introducing defects that can no longer sustain soliton propagation. The chain 
becomes less stiff (Rh decreases) and the fast mode is eliminated (Supporting Information 
Figure S8). The observation of relatively minor components, if any, for the “fast mode” in DLS 
(Figure S8 and S11) for [NaX] > [NaX]c is consistent with previous reports on PZs, though 
somewhat at odds with recent work by Cao and Zhang,74 who found a bimodal distribution of 
apparent Rh over a wide range of [NaCl]. In addition, their slow mode corresponded to 
aggregates of PZ rather than single chains, much like classical polyelectrolytes in salt-free 
solutions. Perhaps because their PZ had aromatic content (poly(sulfopropyl betaine-2-
vinylpyridine)) it aggregated via hydrophobic interactions. Morozova et al. recently showed that 
the addition of hydrophobicity on a PZ repeat unit induces aggregation.26 
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Figure 6. Temperature dependence of hydrodynamic radius Rh,90 obtained for PAEDAPS (1.0 
mg mL-1) (A) salt-free “slow mode” (-◊-) and “fast mode” (-〉-), both cooling; (B) heating (-o-) and 
cooling (-ゴ-) in NaCl 0.5 M. Tc for this PZ in salt-free solution under these conditions is about 44 
oC (see Figure 1). Figure S10 in Supporting Information shows the data in more detail. (C) 
proposed zwitterion “solitons” corresponding to the fast mode with apparent Rh,90 of ca. 6 nm. 
The simplified model does not show detailed conformational changes of the 8-member 
zwitterionic pendant group which would be required to register with every 2 carbons on the 
backbone.  

 

Consistent picture for zwitterion conformations and interactions versus salt concentration 

We conclude with an attempt to produce a consistent and comprehensive picture of 
zwitterion conformations given all the findings above. Many efforts to paint this picture have 
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been made with the aid of cartoons. All mechanisms depend specifically on how the 
zwitterion/salt interaction is presented. Prior descriptions of PZ conformation have been 
somewhat contradictory.  Solubility and coil size has been treated as ion-pairing competition 
among and between the charges on the zwitterion repeat units and various salt ions,8, 20, 46 or by 
electrostatics arguments, balancing Coulombic repulsions and attractions between these 
charged species, the range moderated by ionic strength (“screening” by salt),70, 74 or both.45 An 
electrostatic description of PZ conformation had to invoke unequal distribution of anions versus 
cations inside and outside the chain70 (i.e. there is a total net positive or negative charge inside 
the coil) which seems unlikely, unless the repeat unit is pH sensitive, as in carboxybetaines,43 or 
a sulfobetaine PZ is inadvertently hydrolyzed.   

 Starting with zero salt concentration, chains of PZs below the critical temperature are 
aggregated. Aggregation is caused by interchain pairing among zwitterions (Scheme 4).  In the 
absence of salt, heating to Tc is enough to disrupt interchain pairings, separating polymer 
molecules, but not intrachain interactions, which cause stiffening of the chain via correlated 
nearest-neighbor ion pairs. Remote intrachain interactions shown in Scheme 3 are not present 
because they would collapse the chain. These nearest-neighbor ion pairs have internal 
dynamics causing groups of them to flop back and forth (with an unknown correlation length, 
perhaps on the order of 6 nm) like soliton waves moving down a chain.  

 

 

Scheme 4. Pairing of ions and zwitterions as a function of [NaX]. At the lowest [NaX] inter- and 
intramolecular zwitterion pairing occurs (Region I) causing aggregation/precipitation. At a critical 
concentration of [NaX] zwitterion units are compensated with salt ions, the polymer dissolves, 
but additional salt is excluded from the polymer coil [Region II). As [NaX] goes from 0.4 M to 0.6 
M ions start to invade the coiland the coil expands (Region III, not shown). By Region IV the 
internal and external concentration (chemical potential) of ions is the same and the coil 
dimension is independent of salt concentration.  

 Under isothermal conditions and increasing salt concentration charges on zwitterion 
repeat units start to associate with salt ions rather than with each other. At a fairly low [NaX] (the 
end of Region I) salt pairs with zwitterion charges and allows dissolution of PZ (Scheme 4). The 
critical salt concentration [NaX]c, one of the most-studied parameters, 2, 7, 8, 17, 46  follows the 
Hofmeister series: the more chaotropic the ion the lower [NaX]c.  

There follows a narrow region of [NaX] where the PZ is already fully “dressed” with 
associated counterions Na+ and X-. The Rh response to [NaX] depends strongly on the location 
of X- in the Hofmeister series. Less hydrated ions yield a more compact coil which excludes 
additional solution ions then expands quickly over the range 0.4 to 0.6 M NaX. This is the only 
evidence of an “antipolyelectrolyte” effect, as Rh remains constant for all [NaX] beyond 0.6 M. 
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Those NaX that are more hydrated supply more volume to PZ and do not exhibit solution ion-
excluding properties. 

The combination of static and dynamic light scattering studies, summarized in bar graph 
comparison in Figure S12, Supporting Information, is consistent with Scheme 4. The apparent 
molecular weight is always greater than that of the ion-free PZ. PZ excludes hydrophobic ions 
(SCN-, ClO4

-, NO3
-, Br-), appearing to gain weight going through the transition from 0.4 to 0.6 M 

NaX. PZ in the most hydrophilic ion, SO4
2-, is already expanded, does not exclude ions, and 

shows the same molecular weight going through the transition. NaCl is not the best salt to 
illustrate any kind of “antipolyelectrolyte” coil expansion, as it shows only mild expansion (Figure 
4) as opposed to a clear transition. In their studies on PMAPS Kikuchi et al. found essentially 
constant chain stiffness for all concentrations of NaCl down to 0.074 M (し solvent).28  

 

 

Conclusions 

 The light scattering response of a polymer with fully zwitterionic side chains to salt 
concentration, salt type, and temperature provides a consistent picture of chain conformations 
for this interesting class of polymer. The following concepts are central to the overall picture:  

1. In contrast to regular polyelectrolytes, counterions are optional for solutions of 
polyzwitterions, but when they are dissolved by adding salt, PZ repeat units are dressed 
with counterions, increasing the apparent Mw of the PZ. 

2. Along a Hofmeister series, more hydrophobic anions encourage dissolution of the PZ 
(“salting in”), while in a reverse Hofmeister trend they promote collapse to exclude 
solution ions from the coil. 

3. The transition between ion exclusion and inclusion is not as apparent for well-hydrated 
salt ions.  

4. Interactions between polymers in pure water caused by zwitterion pairing are broken 
with enough thermal energy to produce individual molecules. These molecules are stiff.  

5. In the absence of salt a fast mode in DLS can be ascribed to correlated motion of 
neighboring zwitterion groups.  

6. In the region of [NaX] > 0.6 M, where charge screening should be still increasing, there 
is no change at all in the size of PZ, which suggests electrostatics plays little role in PZ 
conformations.  

7. The ratio Rg/Rh is lower than expected consistent with non-draining chains, perhaps due 
to the strong interaction of the zwitterion units and their counterions with water.  

Several interesting questions remain open. For example, why does sulfate ion precipitate the PZ 
even though it is so hydrophilic? Modeling the salt-free soliton behavior using molecular 
dynamics would be an attractive venture. Such an exercise should give the frequency and the 
correlation length of the zwitterion solitons as well as the chain persistence length. These 
models will no doubt reveal the conformational changes needed for registry of zwitterion groups.    
Finally, it would be useful to establish which PZs exhibit no change in coil dimension for [NaX] 
greater than some critical value [NaX]z, here 0.6 M, and why [NaX]z for PMPC apparently 
approaches zero.24   
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